CAESAR      IN      ABYSSINIA
Italian motorised column penetrated inland, carrying its
own water, ninety kilometres.
The French of Djibouti, on whose northern border
Moussa Ali lay, noted the facts on their desert aerial patrol.
The pilot, turning down the grey right wing to inspect,
saw on the harsh serrated slopes of Moussa Ali, in yellow
stunted scrub, a square. Nearer it became lorries in
laager, peopled by bare-chested men in shorts. The tri-
colour rosettes of the Republic circled inquiringly against
the bare plate of the sky, to see the green-white-red flag
flutter in Imperial pride below.
The French Minister in Addis informed the Emperor of
Ethiopia, as a friendly act, that Italian forces had entered
his territory.
There are no telephones to Moussa Ali. The Sultan of
the Aussa, overlord of the place to whom all Danakils owe
a vagrant allegiance, is a small man with a short kilt and a
long knife. Even if he had wished to, he had no means to
inform the Emperor, who thanked the French minister for
his service.
Haile Selassie had always believed in asking the Diplo-
matic Corps for their help : the method was bearing its
fruit. Even the friends of Italy responded.
Lively little Vinci (now representative of Italy in
Hungary) kept on walking round the town on his own
feet, unescorted. This was an unusual form of locomotion
for a Minister : even the Greek did not sink below the level
of four wheels.
So the Ethiopian Suret6 set to work. Whenever Vinci
strolled abroad, an honest black walked ahead saying that
a great man, a tillik sau, was coining. Another bigger
black walked behind with a large stick in his hand, to settle
accounts with anyone who might attempt an incident.
The Ethiopians, few of whom knew what Vinci looked like
or who he was, one and all have an immense respect for
great men. They bowed and stepped aside for the little
Minister.
Plans were drawn up for the treatment of Italian subjects
on the outbreak of war, which was now inevitably close.
Obsessed to the last with the superiority of diplomatic
values, the Emperor did not want to make any public
show of his mobilisation. He did not want to say it with

